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4000 contemporary decent jokes. All jokes have been carefully hand selected for being really funny.

Take a great laugh and be happy!Jokes are in the following categories: adult jokesanimal

jokesblonde jokescomputer jokeslawyer jokesdoctor jokesfamily jokeshumourous

definitionshusband and wife jokeskids jokesknock know jokesmen jokesoffice jokes
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Starts out OK. The jokes are decent in the sense that they're OK, not clean - the first section is adult

jokes. A bit past the part that you might download as a free preview, everything gets pretty terrible.

It's a pretty deliberate deception by the author.Jokes are repeated in slightly different forms, quite

regularly.Jokes are mistranslated extremely regularly. It's actually mildly interesting to recognize

what the joke should have been. But only the first 50-100 times it happens.Basically, the

proof-reading and editing is the worst I've seen in any book, anywhere.I've read a LOT of joke

books, and maybe every 100th joke was new to me, which impressed me, but the dross one had to

wade through to get to that joke was too onerous. Sad to admit I nearly got to the 20% mark before

giving up.Good price? It's really big, but if you offered to pay me $100 I still don't think I'd finish



reading this book.

In short, this book has too many repeated jokes (often with barely different wording) and seems to

have been edited by a non-native English speaker, resulting in some stilted language and confusing

punchlines.The book is divided into sections but the table of contents is not active. The first section

is adult jokes, and has quite a few raunchy ones (don't let "decent" in the title fool you into gifting

this to your grandma!).It's hard to go wrong with a 0.99 joke book, though, so if you're willing to put

up with some annoying issues you will find quite a few good jokes in here.

I've really enjoyed several of the jokes included in this book, but the editing drastically reduces the

level of fun to be taken from it. Some jokes are repetitions of prior ones, with minor changes, many

are unnecessarily longwinded, and I've yet to find even a quick one that doesn't contain at least one

syntax error, including spelling mistakes, poor grammar, omitted words, unnecessary punctuation,

lack of punctuation, and faults in capitalization. Were it not for this, even with some repetitive

material, I could've given it a solid 4/5 or better with thanks to providing the bones of a lot of very

entertaining jokes that I can reword and pass along, but the editing (or lack thereof) really kills it for

me.

Some of the jokes are quite funny, but there's lots of sex, racism, and insulting ethnic and nationals

jokes. Some are well written a hmm d some

I am giving this 5 stars, even though I would have given it 4 stars if I hadn't read some of the

surprisingly negative reviews. I feel like I need to balance the unfairness. This is a lot of jokes for 99

cents and a lot of them are very funny, unless your sense of humor doesn't stomach occasional

corniness. There is nothing raunchy or mean-spirited here, although there are some off-color jokes,

nothing indecent. There are some repeats and grammatical errors, but you get 4000 jokes!!!

Some of the jokes are repeated mere pages apart. Many are written in non-standard English. (You

can identify some of the countries the English usage comes from, but I don't want to be flammed for

mentioning them by name.) It is very clear that the author simply copied jokes off the net or out of

Emails and saved them in a file to come up with this effort. Besides the repeats, many are just

different, less funny versions of the same thing.This is a seriously, seriously unprofessional,

unedited effort. As for decent - well some may be decent but very few are suitable for work. Those



that are not PG18 are childish and facile.I will stop now, but I will say I felt ripped off... Author must

try harder.

Pretty good jokes and riddles but a lot of typos but didn't usually make the jokes incomprehensible.

There are a number or repeats like others have said, but hay there must be at least 3,800 jokes

here and you can't beat the price. BTW: there not PC and a number are not rated for children.
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